EVERYONE GETS A BOOK
A CATALOG of RECOMMENDATIONS from your LOCAL INDEPENDENT BOOKSELLER
Imogen Cunningham: A Retrospective
By Paul Martineau | $50
Thoroughly researched and beautifully produced, this catalog complements the first comprehensive US retrospective from the Getty Museum of Imogen Cunningham’s work in over thirty-five years. It contains nearly two hundred color images of Cunningham’s elegant, poignant, and groundbreaking photographs.

Cary Grant: A Brilliant Disguise
By Scott Eyman | $35
The definitive biography of Hollywood legend Cary Grant, one of the most accomplished and beloved actors of his generation, who remains as popular as ever today, from acclaimed film historian Scott Eyman.

Is This Anything?
By Jerry Seinfeld | $35
The first book in 25 years from Jerry Seinfeld features his best work across five decades in comedy. Page after hilarious page reveals the evolution of one of the great comedians of our time.

Heaven
By Emerson Whitney | $24
At Heaven’s center, Whitney seeks to understand their relationship to their mother and grandmother, those first windows into womanhood and all its consequences. Whitney retraces a roving youth in deeply observant, psychedelic prose to engage transness, theory, and the morphing nature of selfhood.

Love Her Madly: Jim Morrison, Mary, and Me
By Bill Cosgrave | $16.99
A memoir that works its magic like a slow-acting drug, revealing the story of Jim Morrison’s first love, a long-lost friendship, and the man who existed before the Doors. “Thrilling with life.” — Foreword Reviews

Apple (Skin to the Core)
By Eric Gansworth | $18.99 Ages 12+
Eric Gansworth is a literary and artistic tour de force who has written his most masterful work to date with Apple (Skin To The Core). Eric shatters the “Apple” slur and reclaims it in verse and prose and imagery that truly lives up to the word heartbreaking.

A Velocity of Being: Letters to a Young Reader
Edited by Maria Popova and Claudia Bedrick | $34.95 Ages 10+
Here, some of today’s most wonderful culture-makers reflect on the joys of reading, how books broaden and deepen human experience, and the ways in which the written word has formed their own character. Illustrated throughout.

Young, Fearless, Awesome: Twenty-Five Young People Who Changed the World
By Stella Caldwell | $16.99 Ages 10+
Greta Thunberg, Emma González, and Claudette Colvin are among the 25 young people you’ll meet. From environmentalism to gun control, civil rights, and more, learn about some of the most gifted and brave young people on the planet. Young, Fearless, Awesome is packed with inspiring tales of passion and courage.
HISTORY & SOCIETY

ESSAYS

Vesper Flights
By Helen Macdonald | $27
From the NYT-bestselling author of H is for Hawk and winner of the Samuel Johnson Prize for nonfiction, comes a transcendent collection of essays about the human relationship to the natural world.

I Want To Be Where the Normal People Are
By Rachel Bloom | $28
From the wickedly funny creator of Crazy Ex-Girlfriend comes a collection of hilarious personal essays, poems and more that’s perfect for fans of Mindy Kaling, Ali Wong, and Amy Poehler.

Bohemians West: Free Love, Family, and Radicals in Twentieth-Century America
By Sherry L. Smith | $28
With a grand cast of historical figures and beguiling couple at its center, this intimate portrait of a radical romance at the turn of the last century is irresistible and timely. Both titillating and intelligent, it raises still-topical questions of sexual equality and political reform.

San Francisco’s Chinatown
Photographs by Dick Evans; Text by Kathy Chin Leong | $40
This keepsake volume is an immersion into a thriving neighborhood filled with diverse residents and a mélange of Chinese and American culture, architecture, and cuisine. Vibrant images and lucid text capture Chinatown’s daily life, delights, and contrasts.

Spirits of San Francisco: Voyages Through the Unknown City
By Gary Kamita and Paul Madonna | $28
The perfect gift for SF lovers! Marrying image and text in a way no book has done before, Kamiya’s narratives accompany Madonna’s masterful drawings and breathe life into San Francisco sites both iconic and obscure.

The Debt Project: 99 Portraits Across America
By Brittany M. Powell | $34.99
Ninety-nine portraits feature people of different backgrounds from across the US recontextualizing an often-stigmatized experience, examining the social and personal hold financial debt has on us, while also empowering people to share their stories and overcome the shame they feel.

Grief and Grievance: Art and Mourning in America
Originally conceived by Okwui Enwezor; Curatorial advisors: Naomi Beckwith, Massimiliano Gioni, Glenn Ligon, and Mark Nash | $79.95
A timely, urgent exploration into ways artists grapple with race and anguish in modern America. Featuring works by 30+ artists and writings by leading scholars and art historians, it gives voice to artists addressing concepts of mourning, commemoration, and loss and considers their engagement with the social movements that Black grief has galvanized.

Carleton Watkins: Making the West American
By Tyler Green | $26.95
Motivated by Watkins’s pictures, Congress passed legislation, signed by Lincoln, preserving Yosemite as the prototypical “national park,” the first such landscape preservation in the world. This book includes the first history of the birth of the national park concept since environmental historian Hans Huth’s landmark 1948 “Yosemite: The Story of an Idea.”

FOR KIDS

The latest installment of the NYT-bestselling almanac features brand-new amazing animal stories, explorer profiles, and outrageous attractions that kids know and love, plus inventions, games, and challenges for curious readers who want to learn all about the world and everything that’s in it.

Visual Encyclopedia
By DK | $50
Covering science, nature, space, history, the arts, technology, and more, this landmark piece of reference publishing offers a reliable, visually stunning, and family-friendly alternative to online information sources and is the perfect addition to any bookshelf or coffee table collection.

Britannica All New Kids’ Encyclopedia: What We Know & What We Don’t
Edited by Christopher Lloyd | $30 Ages 8+
Earth? Space? Animals? History? STEM? This beautifully illustrated, 416-page compendium of knowledge takes Britannica’s reputation for authentic, trustworthy information and provides hundreds of hours of fun learning—a must-have addition to every family bookshelf!
**The New Sotheby’s Wine Encyclopedia**

By Tom Stevenson | $75

This beautifully illustrated 800-page edition reflects the most recent trends in the dynamic world of wine, written by experts around the globe. With more than 400 photographs and 100 maps, it’s a must-have for anyone looking to be an expert in wine.

**Spirited: Cocktails from Around the World**

By Adrienne Stillman | $49.95

Authoring Napa’s own Adrienne Stillman, Spirited spotlights hundreds of cocktail recipes from 500+ years and 60+ countries, ranging from renowned iconic classics to lesser-known regional specialties (plenty from California) – with fascinating stories, home-bartender tips, and stunning photographs, too.

**Feasting Wild: In Search of the Last Untamed Food**

By Gina Rae La Cerva | $26.95

Two centuries ago, nearly half the American diet was foraged, caught, or hunted, but today, “wild foods” are expensive luxuries. Feasting Wild reveals what we lose in a world where wilderness is misunderstood, commodified, and hotly pursued.

**Fäviken: 4015 Days, Beginning to End**

By Magnus Nilsson | $59.95

Finally, the Fäviken story: how it became a world-class destination, how the hospitality industry evolved around it, and why Magnus eventually elected to shutter it. Witty, candid, and insightful: a chef’s ode to his extraordinary restaurant and a fascinating commentary on food culture.

**Snacky Tunes: Music is the Main Ingredient: Chefs and Their Music**

By Darin and Greg Bresnitz with Khuong Phan; Forewords by Jaime ‘El-P’ Meline and Jeff Gordon | $24.95

A one-of-a-kind collection of conversations with 75 rising-star chefs around the world—men and women from remarkably diverse backgrounds—all of whom cite music as a constant force and source of inspiration in their kitchens and throughout their lives. With recipes and playlists!

**The French Laundry, Per Se**

By Thomas Keller | $75

From America’s most celebrated chef, The French Laundry, Per Se focuses on how Keller’s two legendary fine dining institutions are inextricably linked, influencing each other’s evolution through the exchange of chefs and ideas. The recipes and techniques featured will delight and inspire professional and home cooks.

**Feasting: Wild in Search of the Last Untamed Food**

By Gina Rae La Cerva | $26.95

In search of the last untamed food.

**Flavor Equation: The Science of Great Cooking Explained**

By Nik Sharma | $35

Every time you cook, you’re trying to hit just six notes: richness, brightness, depth, heat, saltiness, and sweetness. You rely on taste, sight, aroma, sound, mouthfeel, and emotion to perceive these sensations. In this groundbreaking cookbook from the author of Season and the award-winning A Brown Table blog, we learn the simplest ways to make the most flavorful food.

**Six Marys Ranch Raised Cookbook: Homegrown Recipes from Our Family to Yours**

By Mary Heffernan | $29.95

Rustic recipes and ranch life come alive in this cookbook from Six Marys Farms in California, where the family pasture-raises cattle, pigs, and heritage lambs. Includes 75 homegrown recipes for every meal and mood.

**Surf Shacks Vol. 2**

Edited by Matt Titone, designed by Indoke | $60

Surfing is a way of life that defines not only where we live, but how we live. Surf Shacks Vol. 2 takes us inside the eclectic homes of surfers around the world—from the shores of southern California to the wild waters of Sri Lanka, Japan, and Australia.

**The Garden: Elements and Styles**

By Toby Musgrave | $69.95

A gorgeous, lavishly illustrated cloth-bound A-to-Z compendium of 200+ garden elements, styles, features and ornaments—with examples drawn from historic and contemporary gardens around the world, from English cottage to California coastal to Japanese zen. THE gift for garden lovers!
BUSINESS & PERSONAL GROWTH

Make Life Beautiful
By Syd and Shea McGee | $26.99
Meet Syd and Shea McGee, the powerhouse couple behind Studio McGee, the fastest-growing interior design studio in the country. Filled with insights and wisdom from their ongoing journey, this uplifting guide shows readers how classic interior design principles can be used to build an authentically beautiful life.

How I Built This: The Unexpected Paths to Success from the World’s Most Inspiring Entrepreneurs
By Guy Raz | $28
Based on the highly acclaimed NPR podcast, How I Built This offers insights and inspiration from the world’s top entrepreneurs on how to start, launch, and build a successful venture. The perfect gift for anyone who has dreamed of following the footsteps of trailblazing entrepreneurs.

Unapologetically Ambitious: Take Risks, Break Barriers, and Create Success on Your Own Terms
By Shellye Archambeau | $28
Full of empowering wisdom from one of Silicon Valley’s first female African American CEOs, this inspiring leadership book offers a blueprint for how to achieve your personal and professional goals.

The Clear Light: Spiritual Reflections and Meditations
By Steve Taylor | $18.95
Steve Taylor has been chosen for the fifth Eckhart Tolle Edition. Taylor’s poetic reflections and meditations consistently remind us of the peace and joy that is possible in every moment.

Your Hidden Superpower: The Kindness That Makes You Unbeatable at Work and Connects You with Anyone
By Adrienne Bankert | $24.99
Kindness isn’t merely about getting along with people and being nice. It’s a game changer in business, the door opener to fulfillment, and the key to authenticity and confidence. It’s also a superpower that can be honed and is especially important in these divisive times.

The Wim Hof Method: Activate Your Full Human Potential
By Wim Hof | $25.99
Wim Hof, trailblazer of human potential, shares a method that anyone can use—not just extreme athletes or spiritual masters—to supercharge their capacity for strength, health, and happiness, and support their immune system.

Dream Big: Know What You Want, Why You Want It, and What You’re Going to Do About It
By Bob Goff | $26.99
From NYT-bestselling author Bob Goff, creator of the popular Dream Big conferences, comes a wildly inspiring yet utterly practical blueprint for helping readers find and reach their biggest dreams.

Walk Through This: Harness the Healing Power of Nature and Travel the Road to Forgiveness
By Sara Schulting Kranz | $26.99
Travel the road to forgiveness with Sara Schulting Kranz, life coach and certified wilderness guide, in this step-by-step handbook. Readers will discover the inner courage they need to reconnect with nature, overcome setbacks and trauma, and develop the necessary tools to build a life of fulfillment and purpose.

How to Be Yourself: Life-Changing Advice from a Reckless Contrarian
By Simon Doonan | $12.95
Radically honest advice from renowned fashion arbiter Simon Doonan of “Making It”: the ideal instructor to help readers find—and then flaunt—their own creative style and vision. A survival guide for the new decade—literary GPS that promises to bring us back to ourselves.
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The California Field Atlas: Deluxe Edition
By Obi Kaufmann | $65
Obi Kaufmann’s bestselling California Field Atlas presented a stunning new vision of California through hand-drawn maps, trail paintings, and reverential prose. Now available in a limited edition with a larger format and deluxe materials, Obi’s love letter to the Golden State is an indispensable collector’s item.

The Forests of California
By Obi Kaufmann | $55
In his trademark style, Obi Kaufmann illuminates the astonishingly interconnected species that form California’s forests. With lyrical prose and hundreds of sumptuous trail paintings, maps, and diagrams, he tells a story of ecosystems as beautiful as they are resilient.

Sapiens: A Graphic History
By Yuval Noah Harari | $25.99
The first of four volumes of the graphic adaptation of the #1 New York Times bestseller, this epic, beautifully illustrated book begins a radical reworking of the internationally best-selling phenomenon Sapiens: A Brief History of Humankind.

Underland: A Deep Time Journey
By Robert Macfarlane | $17.95
An epic exploration of the earth’s underworlds as they exist in myth, literature, memory, and the land itself—from prehistoric art in Norwegian sea caves, to the blue depths of the Greenland ice cap, to a deep-sunk “hiding place” for nuclear waste.

Decoding the World: A Roadmap for the Questioner
By Po Bronson and Arvind Gupta | $30
Find out where our world is headed with this dazzling first-hand account of inventing the future from the #1 NYT-bestselling author of What Should I Do With My Life? and the founder of science accelerator IndieBio.

A People’s Guide to San Francisco Bay Area
By Rachel Bransky and Alexander Tarr | $24.95
With original maps and thematic tours, this useful guide for travelers, educators, and longtime residents, links multicultural streets and lush hills to suburban cul-de-sacs and wetlands, stretching from the North Bay to the South Bay, from the East Bay to San Francisco.

52 Weekend Adventures in Northern California: My Favorite Outdoor Getaways
By Tom Stienstra | $21.99
In this beautiful full-color guidebook, award-winning outdoors expert Tom Stienstra shares 52 of his favorite outdoor weekend getaways in NorCal, from day hikes to camping, fishing, biking, boating, and more.

Journeys North: The Pacific Crest Trail
By Barney “Scout” Mann | $19.95
Journeys North is a story of grit, compassion, and the relationships people forge when they strive toward a common goal from legendary trail angel, thru hiker, and former PCTA board member Barney “Scout” Mann.

Southern California Road Trips: Drives along the Beaches, Mountains, and Deserts with the Best Stops Along the Way
By Ian Anderson | $21.99
Featuring strategic road trip routes that showcase the best of Southern California, this full-color guide is perfect for locals, with flexible itineraries for weekend getaways and expert tips for connecting routes into a longer trip.

Exploring the Elements: A Complete Guide to the Periodic Table
By Isabel Thomas; Illustrated by Sara Gillingham | $24.95 Ages 8+
Artful and accessible—the perfect introduction to chemistry for inquisitive minds. Graphically-stunning layouts feature each element’s letter symbol and atomic number, exploring its attributes, characteristics, uses, and stories behind its discovery. The book’s jacket reverses to display the full periodic table!

Our World: A First Book of Geography
By Sue Lowell Gallion; Illustrated by Lisk Feng | $18.95 Ages 2+
A beautiful read-aloud introduction to our planet and its ecosystems. Identify and experience the Earth’s amazing geography through rhyming verse, lush illustrations, and detailed, curriculum-focused facts. Cover folds back securely with a magnetic closure to create a free-standing globe.
**FICTION**

**Crooked Hallelujah**  
*By Kelli Jo Ford* | $26  
The remarkable debut—and Indie Next pick—from Plimpton Prize Winner Kelli Jo Ford, Crooked Hallelujah follows four generations of Cherokee women across four decades.

**The Return**  
*By Nicholas Sparks* | $28  
In the romantic tradition of Dear John, #1 NYT-bestselling author Nicholas Sparks returns with the story of an injured Navy doctor—and two women whose secrets will change the course of his life.

**The Awkward Black Man**  
*By Walter Mosley* | $26  
Acclaimed bestselling author Walter Mosley has proven himself a master of narrative tension, both with his fiction and television writing. The Awkward Black Man showcases an impressive collection of 17 short stories that show the full range of remarkable talent from one of the country’s most beloved writers.

**A Dog’s Perfect Christmas**  
*By W. Bruce Cameron* | $15.99  
The perfect, feel-good holiday gift from W. Bruce Cameron, the #1 New York Times and USA Today bestselling author of A Dog’s Purpose series. This is a poignant and delightful tale of what can happen when family members open their hearts to new possibilities.

**The Lying Life of Adults**  
*By Elena Ferrante* | $26  
A powerful new novel set in a divided Naples by the NYT-bestselling author of My Brilliant Friend. “This will be the literary event of the year.”—Elle Magazine

**Imaginary Friend**  
*By Stephen Chbosky* | $16.99  
Instant New York Times bestseller. A young boy is haunted by a voice in his head in this epic of literary horror from the author of The Perks of Being a Wallflower. “Chbosky’s horror writing stands on its own.”—Time Magazine

**How a Mountain Was Made**  
*By Greg Sarris* | $18  
Author and Tribal Chairman Greg Sarris presents charming stories rooted in his ancestral homeland, California’s Sonoma Mountain. Inspired by traditional Coast Miwok and Southern Pomo creation tales, these stories are timeless, and their vital messages make them perfect for readers of all ages.

**The Beadworkers: Stories**  
*By Beth Piatote* | $16.95  
Beth Piatote’s luminous debut collection is grounded in the landscapes and lifeworlds of the Northwest Native American life. Told with humor, subtlety, and spareness, the mixed-genre works of The Beadworkers find unifying themes in the strength of kinship, the pulse of longing, and the language of return.

**The Revisioners**  
*By Margaret Wilkerson Sexton* | $16.95  
A New York Times Book Review Notable Book of the Year, a Time Must-Read Book of the Year, and winner of the NAACP Image Award for Outstanding Literary Work, The Revisioners is a stunning tour-de-force of racial tension across generations in a Louisiana family.

**The Return**  
*By Stephen Chbosky* | $19.99  
The charming debut novel—already a phenomenon in Japan as well as a runaway UK bestseller—that asks “What would you change if you could travel back in time?”

**Before the Coffee Gets Cold**  
*By Toshikazu Kawaguchi* | $19.99  
An Old Man’s Game: An Amos Parisman Mystery  
*By Andy Weibernger* | $16  
When a controversial rabbi drops dead over his matzoh ball soup at Canter’s Deli, retired private eye Amos Parisman is hired to make sure everything is kosher. As he looks into the seeming accident, Amos uncovers a world of treachery that shakes a large L.A. Jewish community to its core.

**Reason to Kill: An Amos Parisman Mystery**  
*By Andy Weibernger* | $16  
In the highly anticipated second Amos Parisman mystery, a simple request turns into a complex investigation when Parisman’s latest client is murdered before the job is complete.

**MYSTERY/THRILLER**

**The Last Flight**  
*By Julie Clark* | $26.99  
This instant New York Times bestseller is the thriller of the year! Two women. Two flights. One last chance to disappear.

**Come to Light**  
*By Paul Madonna* | $35.99  
From award-winning artist and author Paul Madonna comes an electrifying mystery full of surprising plot twists, lively characters, and over one hundred lush drawings. This exquisitely packaged three-volume boxed set weaves an intoxicating tale of love, murder, books, and art.

**The Neil Gaiman Reader: Selected Fiction**  
*By Neil Gaiman* | $40  
A dazzling array of nearly 50 short stories and excerpts from all five novels for adults from #1 NYT-bestselling author Neil Gaiman, curated by a survey of Gaiman readers around the world.
**Geese Are Never Swans**
*Created by Kobe Bryant, Written by Eva Clark* | $18.99 Ages 14+
A powerful novel about the punishing and healing nature of sports. Teenage Gus must channel his inner demons to secure his place in Olympic Swimming history.

**A Sky Beyond the Storm**
*By Sabaa Tahir* | $19.99 Ages 14+
Prepare for the jaw-dropping finale of Sabaa Tahir’s beloved NYT-bestselling *An Ember in the Ashes* fantasy series and discover: Who will survive the storm?

**Super Fake Love Song**
*By David Yoon* | $18.99 Ages 14+
From the bestselling author of *Frankly in Love* comes a contemporary YA rom-com where a case of mistaken identity kicks off a string of (fake) events that just may lead to (real) love.

**Evil Thing**
*By Serena Valentino* | $17.99 Ages 12+
The darkly captivating seventh novel in the popular *Villains* series follows the rise and fall of the deranged and glamorous fan favorite, Cruella De Vil. If it doesn’t scare you, no evil thing will.

**Skyhunter**
*By Marie Lu* | $19.99 Ages 12+

**Elatsoe**
*By Darcie Little Badger; Illustrated by Rovina Cai* | $18.99 Ages 12+
“Darcie Little Badger’s stunning, haunting debut brings to the fantasy genre a fresh voice and perspective, weaving in folktales, omens, and urban legends of the protagonist’s Lipan Apache culture.” — ★ Booklist

**Shadow and Bone: The Collector’s Edition**
*By Leigh Bardugo* | $35 Ages 12+
Don’t miss this deluxe collector’s edition of the first novel in the worldwide-bestselling *Shadow and Bone* Trilogy, soon to be a Netflix original series. The perfect keepsake for Grishaverse fans and a great gift for any fantasy lover.

**Everything Sad is Untrue: (a true story)**
*By Daniel Nayeri* | $17.99 Ages 10+
Capturing the essence of *A Thousand and One Nights*, from middle-school humiliations to wondrous Persian myths, Daniel Nayeri’s powerful narrative offers hope for a world that ought to be. “A modern epic.” — ★ Kirkus Reviews

**Skunk and Badger**
*By Amy Timberlake; Illustrated by Jon Klassen* | $18.95 Ages 8+
Wallace and Gromit meets Winnie-the-Pooh in a fresh take on a classic odd-couple friendship, from Newbery Honor author Amy Timberlake with illustrations throughout by Caldecott Medalist Jon Klassen.

**A Tale of Witchcraft...**
*By Chris Colfer* | $18.99 Ages 8+
The enchanting sequel to the NYT-bestselling *A Tale of Magic...* is filled with brand-new adventures and a cast of memorable characters, both familiar and new.
**Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone: MinaLima Edition**
By J.K. Rowling | $37.99 Ages 8+
A dazzling new edition of J.K. Rowling’s Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone, fully illustrated in brilliant color and featuring exclusive interactive paper craft elements, including a foldout Hogwarts letter and more!

**Kenny & the Book of Beasts**
By Toni DiTerlizzi | $17.99 Ages 8+
In this highly anticipated sequel to NYT-bestselling and Caldecott Honor-winning author Tony DiTerlizzi’s Kenny & the Dragon, Kenny must cope with many changes in his life—including the fear that he’s losing his best friend.

**Three Keys**
By Kelly Yang | $17.99 Ages 8+
The story of Mia and her family and friends at the Calivista Motel continues in this powerful, hilarious, and resonant sequel to the award-winning novel Front Desk.

**A Whale of the Wild**
By Rosanne Parry; Illustrated by Lindsay Moore | $17.99 Ages 8+
From the NYT-bestselling author of A Wolf Called Wander. Lost at sea and far from their family, two orca whales must find their way home.

**Twins**
By Varian Johnson; Illustrated by Shannon Wright | $12.99 Ages 8+
Coretta Scott King Honor author Varian Johnson teams up with rising cartoonist Shannon Wright for a delightful middle-grade graphic novel about twin sisters Maureen and Francine.

**Max Meow: Cat Crusader**
By John Gallagher | $12.99 Ages 7+
Calling all graphic novel fans! Do you like to laugh? Meet Max Meow, Cat Crusader—a secret superhero with cat-itude in this purr-fectly awesome, hiss-terically funny new middle-grade series.
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FOR FUN

PICTURE BOOKS

The Book of Mythical Beasts and Magical Creatures
By Stephen Krensky | $19.99 Ages 7+
Meet an incredible cast of mind-boggling fictional creatures from all around the world and explore the history behind them in this beautifully illustrated children’s guide.

All Because You Matter
By Tami Charles; Illustrated by Bryan Collier | $17.99 Ages 4+
A lyrical, heart-lifting love letter to Black and brown children everywhere reminding them how much they matter, that they have always mattered, and they always will, from powerhouse rising star author Tami Charles and esteemed, award-winning illustrator Bryan Collier.

Natalie Portman’s Fables
By Natalie Portman; Illustrated by Joanna Mattia | $19.99 Ages 4+
Give the gift of timeless life lessons this season. From acclaimed actor and activist Natalie Portman comes a modern take on three classic fables that’s sure to become a beloved addition to your family library.

Unicorns Are the Worst
By Alex Willan | $17.99 Ages 4+
Perfect for fans of Dragons Love Tacos and Unicorn Thinks He’s Pretty Great. This wildly funny and imaginative picture book celebrates the value of differences as a grumpy goblin gets to know his new unicorn neighbors.

You and Me and Everybody Else
By Marcos Farina | $19.95 Ages 3+
Our wishes, dreams, thoughts and feelings are personal to us but experienced by all. This charming picturebook—and the friendly page-hopping cat guide—breaks down barriers and builds bridges between You and Me and Everybody Else, while tackling an adult topic in a sympathetic manner, encouraging empathy and self-reflection.

Click, Clack, Good Night
By Doreen Cronin; Illustrated by Betsy Lewin | $17.99 Ages 4+
From Caldecott Honor-winning and NYT-bestselling duo Doreen Cronin and Betsy Lewin comes a hilarious tale about Duck who can’t, just can’t, fall asleep.

You Matter
By Christian Robinson | $17.99 Ages 4+
They All Saw a Cat meets The Important Book in this sensitive and impactful picture book about seeing the world from different points of view by Caldecott and Coretta Scott King Honoree Christian Robinson.

The World Needs Who You Were Made to Be
By Joanna Gaines; Illustrated by Julianna Swaney | $19.99 Ages 4+
This second children’s book by NYT-bestselling author Joanna Gaines celebrates creativity and acceptance. As the kids work together to fill the sky with color, leaning into their own skills and processes, we discover the same is true for life—it’s more beautiful and vibrant when our differences are celebrated.

Wild Symphony
By Dan Brown; Illustrated by Susan Batori | $18.99 Ages 3+
Dan Brown, author of numerous #1 international bestsellers, makes his picture book debut with this new instant classic! Download the free app to enjoy the accompanying original music while you read.

The Farmer and the Monkey
By Marla Frazee | $17.99 Ages 4+
The farmer has another unexpected visitor from the nearby circus in this tender and humorous follow-up to The Farmer and the Clown by two-time Caldecott Honor medalist Marla Frazee.

Pugtato Finds a Thing
By Sophie Corrigan | $17.99 Ages 4+
Join Pugtato and his adorable “spuddies” in this clever and heartwarming picture book. When Pugtato accidentally digs up a mysterious item, he can’t wait to find out what it is; on his quest to discover its identity, Pugtato learns a thing or two about himself.

The Highlights Book of Things to Do
By Highlights | $24.99 Ages 7+
This highly visual, hands-on activity book, with over 530 great things to do, will inspire kids to become active creators and delivers on the Highlights philosophy of helping kids become their best selves.

You Matter
By Christian Robinson | $17.99 Ages 4+
They All Saw a Cat meets The Important Book in this sensitive and impactful picture book about seeing the world from different points of view by Caldecott and Coretta Scott King Honoree Christian Robinson.

You Matter
By Christian Robinson | $17.99 Ages 4+
They All Saw a Cat meets The Important Book in this sensitive and impactful picture book about seeing the world from different points of view by Caldecott and Coretta Scott King Honoree Christian Robinson.
PICTURE BOOKS

The Joyful Book
By Todd Parr | $17.99 Ages 4+
Perfect for the gift-giving season, beloved and NYT-bestselling author Todd Parr explores the many ways to be joyful when holidays and celebrations occur.

I Am Every Good Thing
By Derrick Barnes; Illustrated by Gordon C. James | $17.99 Ages 3+
A positive and powerful celebration of Black boyhood from the award-winning creators of Crown: An Ode to the Fresh Cut.

Oh, The Things We’re For!
By Innosanto Nagara | $17.95 Ages 4+
The author of A is for Activist presents a rhyming, boldly illustrated vision of a better world—and a future worth fighting for.

Angelina and the Princess
By Katharine Holabird; Illustrated by Helen Craig | $17.99 Ages 4+
The classic bestselling picture book is back in a beautiful, refreshed hardcover edition perfect for Angelina fans new and old!

The Joyful Book
By Todd Parr | $17.99 Ages 4+
Perfect for the gift-giving season, beloved and NYT-bestselling author Todd Parr explores the many ways to be joyful when holidays and celebrations occur.

I Am Every Good Thing
By Derrick Barnes; Illustrated by Gordon C. James | $17.99 Ages 3+
A positive and powerful celebration of Black boyhood from the award-winning creators of Crown: An Ode to the Fresh Cut.

Oh, The Things We’re For!
By Innosanto Nagara | $17.95 Ages 4+
The author of A is for Activist presents a rhyming, boldly illustrated vision of a better world—and a future worth fighting for.
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Every Color of Light: A Book about the Sky
By Hiroshi Osada, Illustrated by Ryōji Arai, Translated by David Boyd | $17.95 Ages 4+
The quiet of the forest is shattered as a storm begins. Yet out of this turbulence, flowers open and raindrops drip down, sinking into the moon’s reflection in a pool’s calm surface. A gentle lyrical bedtime story narrated by the elements.

My Art Book of Happiness
By Shana Gorensky | $16.95 Ages 2+
With artworks by a diverse range of star artists from various periods and regions, and a sweet, gentle read-aloud text, the third book in the My Art Book series (following Love and Sleep) is sure to leave readers of all ages smiling.

Cocoa’s Cranky Christmas
By Beth Hughes | $9.99 Ages 2+
Kids will sing, clap, and bark through every colorful board book page—but can they cheer Cocoa up in time for Christmas? This interactive holiday romp features zany minimalist art, a grumpy dog, and a sleigh full of cheerful ideas for your little elf.
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